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A b s t r a c t

Parity violation in the NN interaction is considered

as due to the Weinberg-Salam quark-quark interaction inside

the six-quark bag. The initial and final strong interaction

is described within the same quark compound bag (QCB) model,

where the Ш coupling to the six quark QCB is defined from the

NN experimental data. The resulting PV amplitude contains no

free parameters and allows therefore an unambiguous test of

the QCB model. An estimate of the S
o
 ~-+ P

o
 contribution

to the proton-proton asymmetry

rough agreement with experimental data
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1. Introduction

Parity violating <PV) nuclear forces have been a subject

for investigations since the discovery of the parity violation

in the weak interaction
 1
 "

 3
 . The discovery of the PV

effects in complex nuclei (see * and * * for reviews)

has considerably increased the interest in the PV nuclear

forces which lie at the foundation of all PV nuclear phenomena.

A general classification and an investigation of the low-energy
7

PV NN amplitudes has been done some 15 years ego ' and the
о

experiments has been proposed a decade ago to check the PV

effects in the NN interaction* One of the most effective

methods proposed was to measure the helicity dependence of the

cross section of the polarized proton on the unpolarized proton-

target. Since then there appeared many theoretical calculations

of the effect •*
 J

 , and only.recently the effect was

discovered experimentally *" ' ' (for a recent review see

). The corresponding asymmetry coefficient Д •=• 5-J"" ~
grows with energy in the experimental datat Aaa (15MeV)

= (- 1.7 i 0.8) 10~7 2 4 , /4рр(45 MeV) = (- 3.2 t 1.1) 1O~7.
2 5 , and Af>HxO

 C 5 G e V > * ^ 2 ' 6 5 + 0.60) 10" 6 27 , 28 #

Theoretical estimates of /Чь.* at lower energies 9 ~ 2 2

do not agree with each other and vary in the range 10~8 - 10" 7 .

A characterist ic feature of a l l theoretical studies of the



high energy behaviour of /\ is the inability to obtain the

large experimental value of the order of 10 - the theoretical

estimates predict /\ one or two orders of magnitude less

20 , 12 , 21

It is essential to note that most theoretical estimates

done have exploited one model of the PV KM interaction, where

ш cleons are considered as pointlike objects interacting via

С > (O and 3f exchanges, and the PV effects result from the

PV in the corresponding vertices. Therefore the resulting PV

NN interaction (specifically for h t> where no PV ОРБ

exists) is essentially a short range interaction, of the radius

of % "* УЛ
Ш
 . There are many reasons to suspect that

the quark structure of nucleons should play an important role

at these distances and may modify the whole picture of the PV

NN potential. It seems also reasonable that the high-energy

region ( T"in£ «* several SeV) is even more sensitive to the

quark nature of the PV NN forces at small distances and there-

fore the existing disagreement between theory end experiment

at higher energy might be a signal of the inadequacy of the

existing ОБЕ-type theory in that region*

Another approach, more intimately connected with the quark

28
structure of nucleons was formulated in for the process

of the radiative neutron capture.

Recently a new picture of nuclear forces was suggested

2
^ based on the mechanism of tht formation of a quark

compound bag (QC3) in the interaction process of two nucleons.

This picture essentially uses the P matrix analysis proposed

by Jaffe and Low ** and produces a good discription of the
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experimental S wave Ш phasea in the wide energy interval

0 * Tui < 515 MeV.

An important outcome of this new picture ie the new

understanding of the NN repulsive core. Namely, the core ia

the reflection of the fact, that two nucleons are absorbed at

the sharp boundary of QCB, going over into six quarks, and do

not exist any more inside the QCB, which means, in the language

of the Ш wave function, that there is a repulsive core inside

the QCB. It is important however, that quarks do exist at small

distances and do not feel any repulsive core inside the QCB.

Therefore all processes where it is essential for quarks to

come close, as in the PV processes, should behave quite dif-

ferently in the QCB picture of the NN forces as compared with

the usual picture of the NN interaction, where qtf%fke froa

different nucleons cannot come close because the nucleons feel

a strong repulsive core*

' It is the purpose of the present paper to apply the QCB

model of the NN interaction to the description of the PV

effects. This is the first of the series of papers, where we

outline the general formalism and make the first crude

estimates of Abb a* lower energies.

In the QCB picture the PY NN interaction proceeds in three

stages: 1) an initial strong NN interaction with the formation

of a QCB, 2) the PV ^uark-quark interaction causing a PV

transition from one QCB state to another, 3) & decay of the

final QCB into two nucleons strongly interacting in the final

state*

It is important to stress that the calculation of the PV
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interaction in this QCB picture on all stages contain no free

or adjustable parameters. In the stage 1) the amplitude of the

QCB formation (the constant Ct ) is defined unambiguously

by the P matrix analysis of the corresponding phase shift. The

same reiers to the stage 3)« In the stage 2) one must compute

the matrix element of the Weinberg-Salam Lagrangian with

charged and neutral currents between the QCB wave functions.

These functions are taken in the first approximation as the

properly antisymmetrized colorless combinations of the product

of six one-quark MIT-bag wave functions. In the next approxi-

mations one should include gluon exchange corrections, in the

22 12
manner of ' • •* , and we postpone this question of gluonic

corrections to subsequent publications.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present

some general formulas of the QCB method as applied to the PV

processes. In section 3 we study the strong KH interaction

part of the total PV amplitude. In section 4 the matrix element

of the Weinberg-Salam P7 interaction between the QCB states is

written down explicitly and computed for some specific QCB

wave functions. In section 5 we evaluate the final expression

for the proton-proton asymmetry Акь
 йП

^ discuss the

possible corrections to Abb from other effects and the

high energy behaviour of Аьр •

2. A ganeral outline of the QCB method as applied

to the PV effects

Аз was discussed in the previous section we expect the main

effect of the parity nonconserration from the quark interactions
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inside the six-quark bag»

This is the short range part of the parity nonconserving

interaction between the nucleona. In addition there is a long

range parity nonconservation because of the OBEP with the pari-

ty violation in the nucleon-nucleon-boson vertices»

The long range interaction takes place beyond the radius

of the six-quark bag, i.e. at the distances r 55 1.4 fa. We

know.however,from the theoretical estimates of the parity non-

conserving effects, that the main contribution comes from the

distances r ~ j*?J4 < 0.5 fm. Therefore one expects that

the residual long range parity nonconservation in our model

(i.e. for r 3s- 1.4 fm) would be relatively unimportant and

we shall not discuss it in the present paper.

Confining ourselves to the PV inside the QCB, we obtain

the following general picture of the process, given in Fig. 1.

Two nucleons in some spin-isospin-parity state iy (£fS/Zf /fjj

interact strongly (which is depicted by the cross-hatched oval

in Pig. 1 ,) and form a six-quark state ^ via a ouark-hadron

interaction r*A, • Puther development of the six-quark

state at a given energy S is described by the six-quark Green

function Qfi.j (t?) carrying the same total quantum

numbers as the original nucleona, i.e. 2/, % t й » Here

and below we assume for simplicity that k>f and Л^ belong

to decoupled NN channels, so that for a given 3,PijI
t
 there

exists a Pingle channel in /, S
i

A PV weak interaction takes place somewhere inside the

six-quark bag, which is denoted by the Vo^q rectangular

in the graph. At this point the parity and possibly spin and

isospin change their values to S
Xt
 I

X
,P

Z
 , and a new
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six-quari: bag state is propagating with the Green function

(jq2 • Finally the bag decays via e qaark-hadron inter-

action fhtex into two nucleons with the quantum numbers

hz {lz Sz Тл P^ V) у and a strong Ki; inter-

action takes place (again a cross-hatched oval in Fig. 1).

Correspondingly we can write the parity-non-conserving

amplitude in the following fore

KJ*

where J-l^(t") i s the nucleon-nucleon wave function with

strong Ш forces in the h state taken into account. -fa ̂

can be defined in any of the representations, discussed in

Appendix.

How we use the QCB model ideology " ' ' " ' to compute

I/ and tn> . According xc "- we write a s :

V 7

The set fv} consists of only discrete quark bag states

and at least the lowest levels with given quantum nunbers are

well separated, so that for energies T" 6 £ 400 HeV one
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probably can keep only one term in the sum (2)-

The main ansatz of the QCB model which has proved to be

successfull in describing 3trong HN forces ' is that

hadrons interact with the QCB only at the very surface of it,

the radius of th QCB being Ь » we have

where C^ is a constant which can be chosen real together

with *УН?< and jLfKif<
 i s t h e 3

Р ^
п
~

а п
2

и 1 а г
 ^ave

function of two nucIcons in the given state h, normalized

according to the condition (see Appendix, Sq. (A-3))«

- jr C 4 )

TJow we discuss the normeliaation of x ^ , which is

connected to t
v
at of J% L • It is convenient to define

Jit^k,
 i n tlie

 basis, where A
t
 , ГЦ are the states

with given J M t$ . In this case the corresponding Jt />

v/ac denoted in Appendix аз -f '. .
 M
 , For the latter weJ

IS IS
have the same representation Eq. (1), where now we must use

(in accordance with Eq. (A.4) - (A.5)) the wave function

with the following form outside the interaction region:

, 0
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It * ̂ l
 a r e

 *
h e u s u a l

 spherical Bessel functions.

Inserting (3) into (1) we see that the strong Ш1 inter-

action functions J ^ enter only at r a b. If in addition

we assume that there is no strong M interaction outside the

QCB radius r»b, we can use asymptotics (5) for !4fcf&) • This

assumption seems to work well for the Ш S states, as was shown

in ~
p
 . Indeed, without any interaction outside the bag

radius r=b, the >̂
e
 and »5/ phases are described very

well by the QCB model. Influence of the OPE forces outside the

bag radius can be easily checked and shown to be more important

for higher waves. At the moment we neglect the OPE forces

outside the QCB and use the approximation (5) for x^. ,

leaving more detailed discussion of OPE for Section 5 and

future publications.

In this way we obtain

For simplicity we neglect here the complications arising

from the coupled spin-triplet channels and in what follows we

shall have in sand mostly the weai: transition So —*• ro .

The structure of (6) i s very clear. Ail the P.V. part of



tne matrix element J*̂  i is container in

( V^i Vqa rfq) » w n i o h i s simply the matrix element

of the quark-quark tfeinberg-Salam P. 7. interaction between the

3ix-quark-bag states. This term will be discussed in Section 4.

Ail the rest comes from the strong Ш interaction and does not

depend on the P. 7. potential. That part will be discussed in

the subsequent Section.

If we consider only PV transitions O 0 ~"» r~ , as i t

is relevant for the low energy bh asymmetry, we can write

the corresponding matrix elements as (see Appendix 1)

= x

r

where j~ps i s a real function of energy.

Defining the cross section for the ргоЬопз polarized along

(opposite) the momentum direction^on the unpolarized proton

target 04 5!J. (61.) , we have for the asymmetry coefficient

( 3 )

The numerator can be expressed through f-ps (see

Appendix 1):

Finally for App we obtain

2K
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Hote, that our definition of jp$ differs only ±n sign

from that of 2 and 4, coincides with (X^ of
eSZS f*s'££

3. Strong ШТ force contribution

Bach of the initial and final strong Ш interactions

contributes to Jj^k,
 a

 factor, 7/hich саь be easily

recognised in (8) to be (apart from the phase factor £1 L

- E

0ns can prove that the pole at E •= Ey is compensated

by a zero of the numerator in (11). Indeed, the pole at E- £/

is exactly present in the P matrix «•-'»-"•' f which fur a

nonzero angular momentum С reads

02)

and both numerator and denominator should .be taken, at r»b,, the

3CB radius. For x# the following representation, hoids true

2S . 31 .

(14)
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Pron (14) and (12) one oan notice that the numerator in

(11), which up to a factor coincides with th.a denominator in

(12), vanishes at £~ Eyj ; to make it obvious we rewrite (11),

keeping only one QC.B state, as

- Cvki

Exactly at £ z= E^, F(f)*akea the form:

м
(16)

and one can see, that nothing draraatic happens ..-^.^—^
 #

Аз one can see the double sum enters (6) over all possible

excited six-quark-bag states, which in principle may increase

the final result for PV effects. Here in what follows we shall

be interested mostly in the simplest estimates, when only the

lowest QCB states are kept in (6).

Confining ourselves to the *S
O
 and P states we can

rewrite (11) in the form:

~ S mrss =т (
1?
)

Sin.

/ (18)



Prom (11) we see that all information about strong Ш

interaction in the PV matrix element (6) enters in the form

of parameters C^ , Ey , D and the phase shifts J4 .

All of them (except 0^ ) are to be found from the P-matrix

fitting in the form (14) to the experimental phase Qi ,

connection of Bg to the latter is given by (12). In the

analysis of this kind £j/ and •£ can be considered as fit-

ting parameters, at the same time there are theoretical

estimates which are in a reasonable agreement with the fitted

values (see e.g. •* ' •* ). In the analysis of the Sc

wave •* done in the narrow region around the pole £' "•" Es ,

Cr was found to be

ft/- ss 0.0S GeV (is)

An analysis done in the whole energy interval

0 ^" Tut * 515 MeV 2 S has confirmed the value (19) and

the theoretical value of b * 7.3 GeV" has been shown to be

the best f i t t ing value in that energy region when JT is
*) • 2Q — 31

tairen to be a constant » so that we take fron; •*

b = 7.3 deV''1 and Es «0.23 GeV (20)

An analogous analysis was done for the ri wave (together

with M.£.Shmatikov) in the energy region around the correspon-

iiag P-matrix pole, with the results:

ш 0.22 GeV1/2 , Bp « 0.52 GeV (21)

; A full numerical analysis was done by M.I.Polikarpov,
and partly used in 31 • The author i s gratefully
acknowledging this contribution..
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Inclusion of the OPEP tai l beyond r»b modifies the results

(21) to ^=#*ya*id also changes the wave function^^^/S^s /5",/>/.ft

which enters the matrix element (6) as compared with the

asymptotic value (18). Por a crude orientation, which is raain

purpose of the present paper, we shall accept the values (21)

which later shall be used in Section 5»

It is interesting to investigate the energy behaviour of

F$l£t and Fp (Ej . We have used the phase shJ ft analysis

of 3 2 * ^ and have plotted F$/ff) , F\>{E) on the Pig. 2

and 3. One can see that both functions are very slowly de-

creasing for large energies and are large near E s ^i'

Hote that r$ IE) sharply grows when the energy tends to

zero (even in the logarithmic scale of Pig. 2). This growth

is due to the large value of the singlet scattering length,

indeed fc(n)- С (ь~а$) _ 164.08 GeV"-^2, whereas at the

QC3 pole fJc\x jL 2 3.55 Ge7" 3 / 2, In the Ара the

growth of F< (Ej is cocpensafced by the growth of ЙТГ />=•)

in the denominator.

In contrast to Ft (fr) the behaviour of Рь(Е) i s more

smooth. Hear the o r i g i n j~t, {£)<** ^^— f Цр -t- JL )

where й^ is the r0 scattering volume, f\ (g) sharply

rises at small energies TI4J ^ 1 ( 3 И е ^ a n d - then slowly

decreases at high energy.

To conclude this Section we remark that our formulas (11),

(14) and (6) hold true also in presence of inelastic processes,

however the phase ^ will aquire an imaginary part

accounting for an absorption.
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4* The PV weak interaction inside the QCB

The PV interaction enters the matrix element (6) in the

form

«here J^A, are the QCB six-quark functions and Hfotf
 i s

the РУ quark-quark interaction* For our purposes we are using

the effective four-fermion interaction, corresponding to the

lonfenergy limit of the Weinberg-Salara Lagrangian (in what

follows we exploit the notations and the corresponding formulas

from the book
 зщ
 )

f * «»

The matrix element of (23) between the light two-quark

initial state / y > end final state <^Jfl can be

readily written as
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Неге Гц is the purmutation operator acting on the states

ifj , its presence accounts for the appearance of the

exchange diagram with the interchange of the quarks j and

fc- . In (24) it is implied that the operators labeled oy (1)

are .to be taken atwe-зо. spinors Ь and A , and those with

(2) - between spinors j- and j, .

He also use the notation £ = ^lfl £y ** 0*25 and

fd 1.
г

To connect the potential \£,+ entering (22) with the

Lagrangian (24) we remind the expression for the effec:ive

potential (see e.g. ^* ) taken between the states inter-

acting instantaneously, so that

il l fj/; r) C25)

and the effective potential is defined through the S matrix

$c, = - 2SL V^ Sf£,~ c^J (26)

and finally

Now we turn to the definition of the QCB states ЪГм

In the spirit of the MIT bag approach •* we can use for

the properly anxi3ymmetrized products of six one-quark

orb:.tals J-^l^i) » depending on the individuai space,

isospin, spin anu color variables. We do not discuss aer& the
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complications associated with the center-of-mass QCB motion

and possible nonsphericity of the QCB. In what follows we shall

use only the i $ and ^-f*A oae-quark orbitals where the

latter complications seem not to be present* For the convenience

of the reader the exact form and normalization of those states

are given in Appendix II.

If we confine ourselves to the QCB states connected to the

'Sa and Pe NN states, we can choose as simplest

configurations the QCB ate.te (is)* for '£, and (l

for *£>3
О

To compute" гКгу in (27) one can use the regular way,

where the colorless QCB state i s constructed to have the

desired spin, isospin and total angular momentum, exploiting

the fractional parentage coefficients which are known in the

literature J , for the splitting of a six-quark state

into an interacting pair and the remaining four particles. The

work along this line was done" together with I.'T.Obukhovsky and

ST. Z. Snraatikov. Here we pursue another goal and we try to get

crude estimates, .vhich are more transparent and clearly show

hew the final PV effect i s being built up from different stages

of the PV process. To this end we construct the six-quark wave

function in the following lorn»

where ? is the permutation operator which acts in (28) on the

coordinate numeration of a particle, $ is the normalization

factor sue
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In (29) £a&. is "tbe fully antisymmetric tensor,

the color "a" quark function for the quark i , "jtcf.fi) i s

isospin-spin-orbital func-tion of the quark i with the

isospin-spin variable &{ . Explicit form of % j . is given

in- the Appendix II.

The states }£f? which we construct according to (28)

with the quark orbitals from Appendix II clearly correspond

to the total angular momentum projection 0 in the case of

£$J* and in the case of (L$) i^/x . The isospin

projection in both cases is 1. We cannot, however, prove, that

these states are pure ( J^, X ) states with (0,1) and (0И)

assignments respectively. We have some arguments, that the

admixture of the higher values ( О
1
*, X ) with our wave func-

tions (23) is not large, but at the moment we shall be sati-

sfied with these functions as some order of magnitude

estimates»

As a first illustration we calculate the matrix element

of the operator *V*.f, between the initial state of a d

quark in the is etate with spin up (state 5 in terminology

of Appendix II) end a d quark in the is atate with spin down

(state 6). The final state consists of the same atate 5 and a

d quark in the 1^д state with spin projection down (state

The resulting matrix element is
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OO)

where AC , Л л and the functions L j L , /
ал
 , /,-

defined in the Appendix II.

If we replace in the state 5
}
 d quark by the u quark (the

resulting state is called state 1), we have another matrix

element:

R

(3D

*-> ¥J>l)J)-

Pinally, keeping the same 6' and 6 states we replace the

state 1 by the state 2, where u quark in the £s state has

spin down. We obtain:

/

(32)
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In all these direct matrix elements only neutral currents

contribute, the charged currents make their contribution to the

exchange matrix elements, e.g.

(33)

Two other inatrix elements are given in the Appendix II.

Now we turn to the .-six-quark wave function (28). Calculating

the matrix element rV/ tf (22) between two functions of the

form (28) with the quark contents defined in the Appendix TI,

we obtain

M
- z (lit, h

t
 k)+ * (Hi Ik УК. 7k)

„ • . (34)

4. о И, V \/Ъ 1/,} - JL /V

Inserting in (34) the explicit e:cpressiona (31)-(33) and

(A.3P)-(A. 3/), wo finally obtain:

"Vi-
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Let us discuss the properties of H^j} (35). It contains

both the contribution of J;he neutral (the term — £f (i— fyg) )

and the charged currents (the term proportional to Сег^вс )•

However the first term eventually is negligible, since

^ 2 Sln
v
&b, « 0.25. At the same time each of the direct

terms (30)-(32) contains a relatively large contribution of the

neutral currents, so that the net zero effect is a result of

the overall cancellation in the total matrix element (35),

i.e. a result of the chosen structure of the wave function

(28). Hence "VVyJ/ comes out to be a sum of the matrix

elements (33) and (A*30) (since all other contributions cancel)

and is roughly of the same magnitude as each of them. An

immediate consequence of these cancellations is that an

admixture of other states (i.e. (*$) fify) to (L S ) ) may

increase the value of rr)^./
t
 • Ю*

е
 transition of other types,

i.e. *\ "~* I г. , may also be important.

Let us estimate the magnitude of (35). We can rewrite it as

where Ус is a numerical constant, defined in the Appendix II

and equal to 'Jc ** 3.58.

Inserting in (36) numerical values of Gr> C+*&c and

taking R ~ 1 fm, we obtain the matrix element of tne PV

Ml potential fco be

Iir-M.7 10"
8
 GeV (37)

V/e can compare our PV potential with the weak p «exchange
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potential + t ^ ; the appropriate for App effect part

of i t has the form:

(38)

where V» fr) — *\ .' ,'
v Юр г

an estimate of (33) at Г~ fnj
i
 gives for the coefficient

of (fi-Gi.)fir

yj(r~mf') -** - ь . io~
3
 Gev (39)

which has the заше order of.magnitude as (37). One should

stress, however, that the P and W exchange РУ potentials

are essentially short-ranged and should be integrated with the

realistic Ш wave functions where a strong repulsive core

саизез a damping at the origin. Therefore the final result

depends strongly on the behaviour of the short range repulsive

core. The situation with our PV ITS interaction is completely

different. The matrix element (37) contains contribution from

all the region inside the QCB with the radiue R •*» 1 fm and it

is multiplied by the UN wave function at r»»b
t
 where no core

is present.

5. Summary and discuaaion

In this Section we first discuss the resulting values for

and flpp obtained in our QCB approach keeping
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only the -^ -» r
e
 . transition. Next we shall make some

estimates of the hidh energy behaviour of the PV amplitudes

and finally we shall mention the relevance of our formulas to

other PV effects.

Combining the factors from (fj), (/<y),and \Ъ6) we obtain

the resulting PV amplitude for the *5
e
 -* *P

V
 transition

i- the form:

0cE- & FJE)FJE)
Vz fa r

Prom C4t>) we see that al l the energy behaviour of jps is

contained in !~s(E) Fp &) . Inserting numerical values

of Or , Cof&c- 0 .95, ' "Xш 3.58, R = 1 fin and talcing

and Fj (E) a s i n P i g . 2 and 3 we have the

following values of J~PS as functions of TiaJ , listed

in the Table below.

Table 1

(Me 7} 0 1 5 Ю 25 50 100 200 400

)'' ( G e V 1 ) 0 1.5 1.57 3.81 3.47 2.66 1.92 1.45 0.97

Коге t h a t j-p. {£) i s very smooth and slowly decreasing,

func t ion a t the ene rg ies Ti^j^ 25 bieV. At smal le r energ ies

i t has a peak: around "7L* / S Ю ^ e ^ a n t ^ f a l l s ° ^ *о
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origin linearly with the momentum. '.7e show in Fig. 4 the

energy dependence of Jp^ as a function of TuJ? •

The asymnetry coefficient Af>t> can now be computed

using Eq.(1O). We shall estimate i t only at two energies

l(t$ * 25 Me? and 50 LleV, because at larger energies other

transitions in addition to *St~**f^ • contribute. We

obtain

/4Ал ( H*/ • 25 M ) e -1.05 Ю"7

А * С Tirf - 50 HeV)s? -1.08 10~7

We show the energy dependence of /\ьн in Fig. 5.

Our estimates (41) differ from the latest experimental

value measured at 45 MeV, At>f> • -2.3 - 0.81 10~7 by a factor

of 2. There are several factors whijh tend to increase our

theoretical estimate. There are several factors which tend to

increase our theoretical estimates* First, we should mention

more accurate computation of the QCB matrix element of the

Weinberg-Salam interaction. In our estimate (3b) a strong can-

cellation is present, which results in the value of the matrix

element almost as snail as a single-pair quark-qaark matrix

element. With the fractional parentage coefficients .method

discussed above the value of the matrix element (36) is much

larger.

Second, the influence of the OPE? ta i l which increases

P (E) and R» (B) & 1 S O increases the final result

especially at low energy. All these corrections have been tai:en

into account and will be reported elsewhere. At present we only

4uote two final numbers from this analysis of П f>f> at

s 15 and 45 MeV, Аьь = -2.2 and -4.5 *10"7 respectively.

Finally in comparing our -j^ and Abb given by (41)



to the experimental data one should have in mind that the irave

function (28) snould be corrected, and a reasonable change of

it e.g. зоте admixture of 3tates of the type (Li) I*J>%) *°

the (l$) may also change the result for Af>/> . In any

case it is gratifying to obtain from the first principles and

•without fitting parameters a theoretical estimate which is

reasonably close to the experimental value.

Let us now discuss properties of the PV amplitudes in the

QCB approach a.; higher energies, ~7~UU ^ * tel. Several

factors enhance the PV effects with the increase of energy.

First, the number cf angular momenta contributing to the PV

amplitude is of the order £ ~ к4 , where 6 -* 1.4 R~

~ 1.4 ft is a large range, so thai, t — 5 r 7 already ••

at *,'
см
« 1 GeV/c.

The resulting PV amplitude is proportional to the product

C-lL C £ » wbcre CHi is the amplitude for the

transition of Ш into thu QCB state / ; the amplitudes C%_

are unknovm at present for large С and у , nevertheless

wo can state that all C ^ with L -£ K& and £*~̂ f>

should be large because the spjne С д. enter the expression

for inelastic cross section ( e.g. diffractive processes).

In addition, at higher £ ti.e density r>f the QCB levels

strongly increases and many levels with energies f ~# tv

contribute to the PV amplitude.

All these considerations suggest that the PV effects

should be more pronounced for larger energy. This is in

contrast with t̂ e theory based on the usual local and energy-

independent PV potential of the OBE type, where the calcula-

tions do not show any significant increase of the PY effects
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The reason of the latter fact, as mentioned in
 1 0

 , is

probably due to the increasing role of the strongly repulsive

NN interaction at higher energies. In contrast го that in the

QCB approach the whole PV interaction occurs inside the QCB

and the repulsive core does not enter the problem at all*

In conclusion «re note that our approach to the calculation

of the PV amplitude is completely general and is not confined

to the consideration of the p-p asymmetry* Indeed, the whole

structure of the amplitude j>tt' is
 a n d

 fVy $

remains the same for all PV NN processes, and one should only

specify the initial and final state of interest, xk, , vv|
t
 ,

and the six-quark QCB functions in |4>j,»{ •

The author is grateful to G.A.Lobov, I.T.Obukhovsky,and

M. Z.Shmatikov for many useful discussions and to V.M.Dubovik,

V.B.Kopeliovitch, and V.M.Lobashov for stimulating remarks.
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Appendix I

Definition of the PV amplitudes, and observables.

In this Appendix we present general formulas for the

cross sections and amplitudes when the PV interactions are

included.

Let ijLiH&y k
&
 a ket vector describing a state of

twc nucleons with spin projection* ytt.
t
- it* . Thfi amplitude

01' the Ш interaction can be written as К^Мь^ч jf\ F frHi- ̂

and the nonaveroged cross section is

Let |(JK^> be a state with a givan total spin О and

total spin projection U- of two nucleons. We can define the

transition amplitude between the states of a given total spin

as

. 2)

Assuming that J- is some operator acting in the

configuration space, we can use the expansion

- Z •3)
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with ^
л
„ \rj L<~ = s i:. о г _ to define the

JM€S
following representation

( A * 4 )

' ^ с
c a n a l s 0 b e w r i t t e n a s :

a.»

It is easy со check in tlie case of a spin-independent

interaction that

(A. 6)

Note that Tiff» с coincides with CLu se intriduced

in t'?J .

Let us consider now the cross section for the polarised

nucleone incident on the nonpolarized target. \7e have:
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The amplitude 4 can be represented as a sun of a parity

even and a parity odd term:

/-/,+ (A.8)

In case when fa are the spin projections on the

direction, we have

(A.9)

The difference (j — <J"̂  has the form

(A.10)

While in the sum. neglecting S^ у we have

In terms of the / J ^ > states, the difference $f**—&*"

can be written as:

У-

(А.12)
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+

At lower energies, ~J£j < 50 MeV, the main contribution

to G — 6" ' cornea from the states with 3 » Ms o, i.e.

for the transitions lSt -+
 3
Р„ and vice versa; keepir-g

those states in < 3'/i-'//"7 <*/•-> we have only two

nonzero matrix elements;

Inserting these values into (A*12) we obtain

(A. 14)

where 0$ •»

Prom the time invariance ew have

00,14
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So that

(A.16)

Pinally,

(A.17)

Keeping only lowest states, for A^ we have
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Appendix II

Def i""! tion. of the quark states in the QCB»

Let-us define the following 6 one-quark states in the

spherical MIT bag as follows (see e.g. £.3<J ).

(A.19)

\h 7 u-20)
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Here t e ц PU-thb > , h- i s the quark mass, the

eigenvalues P5 and /L are defined through

Xi = 2.043 and fy - 3.812 (A.24)

where X — /* ̂  and- £ i s the six-quark bag radius.

The nirmalization constant! / /^ and ДС are

^ - 2 ^ . Ml*Sifts ' l-U-l) (A.25)

Xp (A. 26)

In (30)-(33) wo have introduced the following notation

for the spherical Bessel functions:

а - 2 7 )

The v;ave function (28) can be written more explicitly as
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i

!•

The final six-quark function obtains with the replacement

The normalization ft/ in (28) can be readily computed

to be:

Д / - (6! 4 (3O 2)~ (A.2S)

Analogouely the matrix element for the quark-quark

interaction "fa a takes the form (34), where four matrix

elements are given in (30)-(33) and the remaining are:

У- Г. . / z *•>. . . ,.. 1 .,.7 (А.30)

0

о

In the evaluation of VVv'/. , eq.(36), we have introduced

the following constant:
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where a » 2.043t, b » 3.812t.

AJ - 2.27 • & " 3 / 2 ; Ур » З.аб

A 5 ^ ^ ^ - 45.17 I

estimating the integral in (A,32) we finally obtain

h
= ^ 45.17 0.0583-s 3.58. (A.33)
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Fig.*, k diagraaunetic representation, of. a weak interaction

con.trtbu.tiou ttt tile Ш amplitude in the irainewori: ;

the 2C3 model.



Fs(e)

400 200

Pig.2» Energy behaviour of the S-wave strong interaction

factor г* •
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ало ioo Hw>

Pig.У. The same as in Pig.2 for the p-wave strong interaction

factor



зв

5" to 25 .5*0 2oo

Pig. 4. Energy behaviour of the '

amplitude £ • .
Jf>S

transition



- i

25 Sc ioc /200
/

-3

Pig. 5. Energy dependence of the jT/v contribution

to the proton-proton asymmetry /\pp • Experimental

points from ^ ' ; . Results of the calculation

with the fractional parentage coefficients are denoted

by triangles.
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